Weather Permitting

Tomorrow's 8:30 Mass Will be celebrated at

THE WORLD WAR MEMORIAL DOOR
of
SACRED HEART CHURCH
by
The Very Reverend J. Hugh O'Donnell, O. S. C.
for
The Soldiers Who Died
for GOD, COUNTRY AND NOTRE DAME......

The celebration of this Mass is anticipated since MEMORIAL DAY falls Thursday coming when the last exams will have been written, the students off and away.

CONFessions WILL BE HEARD WITHIN SACRED HEART CHURCH
whether the Mass is celebrated inside or out.
OFFER MASS AND HOLY COMMUNION SUNDAY FOR THE UNFORTUNATE SOLDIERS KILLED IN WORLD WAR I, AND THOSE BEING SLAUGHTERED IN EUROPE AGAIN TODAY! *** AND,
PRAY for PEACE.

At the 7:00 and 10:00 o'clock Masses Father John Cavanaugh will give you plenty to think about.....

FOR THE SUMMER....

And, in the evening, the last of the MAY SERMONS will be delivered (instead of on Wednesday when undergraduates will be perspiring over exams) by Fr. John Burke.

TOMORROW NIGHT'S BENEDICTIONS (7 & 7:30) WILL BE THE LAST OF THE YEAR.

AND LET NO ONE MOVE OFF THE CAMPUS.....TO START THE SUMMER.....

....IN THE STATE OF SIN.....THIS BULLETIN ITSELF IS
AND EXTERNAL GRACE BIDDING YOU ONE AND ALL
to BE AT PEACE WITH GOD......IF YOU

NEED a GENERAL CONFESSION
 (?)

NOW....IS.....THE.....ACCEPTABLE.....TIME.....COME!

PRAYERS: for Peace; for the soldiers abroad; for yourself; for vocations; for Holy Mother the Church; for conversions; for integral Catholicism in the lives of American Catholics; for capital and labor; for the Poor Souls. VISIT THE BLESSED SACRAMENT...

LAST MINUTE PRAYERS: for a person seriously injured; jobs for two families.